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I. The Road to Systemic Pension Reforms
• The end of pension scheme expansion in OECD
countries with first oil-crisis crisis in early 1970
– Labor market and demographic challenges became
visible but seen as one time adjustment need
– Reforms and academic discussion in 1970 and 80s
were focused on parametric reforms only

• The reform discussion changed with Chilean
reform 1981, the “transition” in Europe and Asia
from plan to market, and “Averting” 1994
– Suggestion of systemic reform consisting of double
move: From DB to DC, and from N to F
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Systemic reforms (2/2)
• 36 countries introduced from 1981 to 2011 a full or partial
move from NDB or FDC (Wang et al 2016); if partial then
the unfunded part was often changed from NDB to point
scheme or NDC.
• The move from NDB to NDC was triggered by
– The promises of DC approach re labor market and sustainability
– The high fiscal costs of transition from N to F

• With (before?) the financial crises of 2008 the support of
FDC reforms weakened across the world
– The fiscal costs of crisis and the bourgeoning of public debt
competing with transition costs/debt
– [fiscal competition with social pensions and disillusioning with
coverage expansion – Wang et al 2016]
– The lower rates of return than initially expected
– The often incomplete preparedness of financial sector
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– A general pension reform fatigue

II. The Challenges of Funding
i. The welfare economic narrative for moving
from unfunded to funded provisions
ii. Scope of transition costs and financing
options
iii. Establishing the enabling environment/
financial sector
iv. Recent developments across the world:
Full or partial reversal of funded reforms
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The welfare economic narrative for moving
from unfunded to funded provision
• To move from an NDB to an FDC scheme requires
the repayment of the implicit liability made
explicit
• These transition costs burden the transition
generation (at least) twice unless the move
creates externalities
• Such externalities may be created by
– A (temporary) increase in growth residual (TFP)
– Effects on investment rate and labor market
participation
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Increase in output/growth residual
• Possible origins: Effect of funded scheme on
financial market development creating
endogenous growth effects
• Empirical indications for Latin America and Asia ..
– Holzmann (1997)
– Schmidt-Hebbel (1998)
– Yuwei Hu 2012
… or their lack of in cross country studies
-- Sandberg and Sperdiijk (2013)
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Implications
Scope of transition costs and likelihood of externalities
favor
• Full systemic reform in countries with low liabilities
and potential financial sector growth
• Partial systemic reforms in countries with high
labilities and potential financial sector growth
• Centralized funding in countries with maturing
schemes and delayed benefit payment
– Korea private sector scheme starting 1988, with first
payment of old-age benefits as of 2008
– As of 2016, has 4th largest pension reserve fund in the
world
– Has received WB financial and technical support in 199799, and investment guidance thereafter
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Scope of transition costs
and financing options
• The implicit liabilities of funding amount
typically to a multiple of GDP.
• An approximation puts them at 20 to 30 times
annual scheme’ pension expenditure
• By making then explicit they can be spread over
generations but not left unpaid
• Even partial funding reforms (e,g, ECA, China)
requires budgetary resources of some 2-3% pa
• Even a reform towards an NDC scheme in China
would create sizable legacy costs
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Implicit Pension Debt Estimates across OECD Countries
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Table 4: China: Broad Estimates of the Legacy Costs under an NDC reform and Alternative
Contribution Rates for the New Scheme
Estimates 2008
in % of GDP
Urban system
State organs
PSU
Total

IPD

Cost Covering Legacy costs (low IPD estimate) Legacy costs (high IPD estimate)
New Contribution Rate
low est. high est. Cont. Rate % New Contribution Rate
15% 20% 25% 15% 20% 25%
2.46 118 147
35% 67 50 34 84 63 42
0.34 12 16
36%
7
5
4
9
7
5
0.75 26 36
34% 15 11
7 20 15
9
3.54 155 199
89 66 44 113 85 56

Pen Exp

Holzmann and Jousten, 2012
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Establishing the enabling
environment/ financial sector
• A funded scheme requires an enabling
environment of financial market institutions,
regulations and fiscal preparedness
• The readiness for a funded reform can be
assessed through a readiness index
– 10 main category with up to 12 subcategories
– Traffic light approach (Green, Yellow, Red)
– In the year of reform, 5 years after reform
(Holzmann, Csaba and von Gersdorf 2009 – paper and
annex)
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Indicators of Financial Market Readiness
In the year Five years after
of reform the reform

1. Prudent fiscal approach to a funded reform

G, Y, R

G, Y, R

2. Tax administration and collection

3. Legal and institutional infrastructure
4. Availability and quality of information
5. Transaction security
6. Availability and quality of critical financial
services
7. Availability of financial instruments
8. Governance
9. Financial Literacy and education

10. Historical context
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Recent developments across the world:
Full or partial reversal of funded reforms
• Wang et al (2016): Of 36 countries that have introduced
systemic reforms (full or partial) by 2016 21 countries
have reversed (o/w 9 fully)
• Reasons differ (or combine)
–
–
–
–

Financial sector not ready/ did not deliver (F)
Budgetary support not prepared/insufficient/shock hit (B)
Change in government/political support (P)
Opportunity to seize private assets/reduce explicit public
debt (D)

• Country examples
– Argentina: B, P, D
– Hungary: F, B, P, D
– Poland: B, P, D
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III. The Challenges of Individualization
i. The welfare economic narrative of individual
accounts
ii. The requirements for individual account
operations
iii. Individual accounts and heterogeneity in
longevity
iv. Reform experiences in Europe and Asia
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The welfare economic narrative of
individual accounts
Individual accounts (FDC and NDC) offer, inter alia
• A tight contribution/benefit link minimizing any
tax wedge
– To further formality and contribution density

• A linear intertemporal budget constraint
– To make retirement decisions undistorted

• A transparent redistributive mechanism from
outside the scheme
– That may include labor market and family risks
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The administrative requirements for
individual account operations are heavy
• A personalized and unique national identification number
• Birth certificates or proxies for those to be retired
• Digitized, complete and accurate historical contribution
records linked to unique identifiers, or calculations of the
initial capital
• From reform onward, digitized contribution data flow from
employers/self-employed using unique identifiers
• Information system configured to generate individual
account balances with accuracy and timely reporting
• Information system capable of generating aggregate
indicators used for notional interest rate calculations (and
possibly using some techniques to smooth volatility)
• Projected life (mortality) tables by age and sex that
correspond to the covered population
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Individual accounts and heterogeneity
in longevity
• At retirement the account value is transformed into
an annuity (broadly dividing by life expectancy at
retirement of cohort average)
• If individuals differ from the average in a systemic
manner, this amounts to a tax-subsidy mechanism,
with potentially very high rates (Holzmann et al 2017)
• Such high rates destroy the close contribution/
benefit link (in particular for the lower income
groups)
• This calls for redesign such as proxied individual life
expectancy or two-tier contribution schemes (similar
to what China or Korea has …)
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Period Life Expectancy in 2014 at age 65 by Household Income Percentile
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Reform experiences in Europe and Asia
• Reforms seemingly failed in Mongolia, Kirgiz
Republic, etc because the IA ICT was not in place
• Reform hiccups and delays emerged in many
countries because the IA ICT preparation was
incomplete (e.g. Poland)
• These requirements may be a binding constraint/
reform challenge for many developing countries
• IA ICT and other administrative issues have not
been unknown in China in the past
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IV The Challenges of Addressing
Poverty with Individual Accounts
i. The welfare economic/political economy
narrative on anti-poverty programs under
individual accounts
ii. Design options and trade-offs for emerging
and advanced economies
iii. Recent developments and continued quest
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The welfare economic/political economy
narrative on anti-poverty programs
• Individual accounts have a consumption
smoothing objective with possibilities to address
marginalization concerns during accumulation
• Individual account’ schemes need an integrated
zero pillar to
– address poverty concerns in old-age
– handle remaining labor market marginalization gaps,
and
– gain political legitimacy
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Design options and trade-offs for
emerging and advanced economies
• There are various design option to address
poverty concerns in old-age
– Ex-ante/ex-post
– inside/outside the pension scheme
– Universal and resource tested

• In both advanced and emerging economies the
trade-offs concern
– Effectiveness and (budgetary) efficiency
– Implementation capacity
– Political acceptance
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Holzmann, Robalino and Takayama 2009
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Recent developments and continued quest
• All OECD countries and most emerging economies
have nowadays a zero pillar
• Many of these interventions are not well integrated,
neither with DB nor with DC schemes
• The smooth integration with DC schemes is crucial –
else a major advantage re LM is lost
• Chile in 2008 added the “Chile Solidario” as efficient
zero pillar with model character
– Analyses suggest low labor market effects
(Fajnzylber 2017)

• Limited experience and analyses with ex-ante
interventions (matching and other contributions)
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V. The Challenges of Political Economy
• The address the illusion of parametric reforms and their
financial unsustainability
– The role of credible projections and the assessment of (un-)
sustainability through liability and assets comparison

• The three elements of successful reforms
– How to initiate a promising reform path (narrative)
– how to make it happen (political process and implementation),
how to make it sustained (non-reversible)

• If NDC as the central pillar is such a promising approach,
why is it so difficult to selling?
– What is the narrative/storyline for better selling?
– Politicians do not want to be lashed to the mast – the
attraction of the point (and NDB) schemes
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VI. Conclusions and Perspectives
• To address population aging the appropriate
pension scheme needs to be in place to
– Minimize distortions on labor force participation
– Incentivise increases in effective retirement age in line
with growing LE at retirement age
– Offer some minimum income guarantee in a least
distortionary manner
– Diversify human capital and financial risks
– Profit from the first (b), second and third demographic
dividend
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Conclusions (2/2)
• To achieve these desiderata a pension system
will need to be multi-pillar
– With the main consumption smoothing pillar to be
NDC or FDC or both – redesigned to address
marginalization and heterogeneity
– A zero pillar to address poverty concerns
– Voluntary funded supplements (occupation/
personal) to provide retirement income supplements
– Redesigned and integrated survivors and disability
pensions, long term care and housing policies
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